
Minutes of the 13th meeting of Empowered Committee (constituted vide 
Government Order No. 139-F of 2015 dated 19.8.2015) held under 
chairmanship of Principal Secretary to the Government, Finance 
Department on 04.04.2018. (Pertaining to PHE/I&FC Department) 

Subject:- Creation of posts of "Helper" for regularization of left over DRWs. 

1. The following officers attended the meeting:-

1. Principal Secretary to Government, Chairman 
Finance Department. Empowered Committee 

2. Director Codes Member Secretary 

3, Additional Secretary to Government, Member 
PHE/ I&FC Department. 

4. Additional Secretary to Government, Member 
General Administration Department. 

5. Additional Secretary to Government, Member 
Department of Law, Justice & P.A. 

2. Proposals relating to regularization of left out DRWs of following 
Departments were on agenda of the meeting:-

i. PHE/I&FC Department. 
ii. Forest Department. 
iii. Department of Rural Development & P. R 
iv. Agriculture Production Department. 
v. Public Works (R&B) Department. 
vi. Food, Civil Supplies & CA Department. 
vii. Animal & Sheep Husbandry Department. 
vi ii. Floriculture, Gardens and Parks Department. 

ix. Tourism Department. 
x. Social Welfare Department. 
xi. ARI & Trainings Department. 

3. The PHE/ I&FC Department had submitted proposals of left out DRWs as 
per following details; 

I. Fresh/Dropout Cases: 
S. No. Name of the Division No. of DRWs 

1. PHE Division Akhnoor. 

2. PHE City Division-II Jammu. 



-. 
-

3. PHE Mech. North Division Jammu. 1 
f---

4. PHE Division Shopian. 1 
5. PHE Division Awantipora. 1 
6. PHE Division Qazigund. I 9 
6. PHE Division Leh. 11 

>----
Total 28 

~ 

II. Review Cases: 
S. No. Name of the Division I No. of ~~Ws. 

I 
1. PHE Division Kulgam. 

2. PHE Division Qazigund. I 2 
I 

3. PHE Division Akhnoor I 17 

I Total I 110 

III. Court Cases: 
a) SWP No. 1095/2015 titled Balbir Singh & others Vs State & 

others. 
b) SWP No. 2965/2012 titled Parveen Chander Happa Vs State 

& others. 
c) SWP No. 728/2015 titled Hardev Singh Vs State & others. 
d) SWP No.2304/ 2001 titled Waryan Dass Vs State & others. 
e) SWP No. 1439/2013 titled Habibuilah Wani & others Vs 

State & others 
f) SWP No. 969/ 2011 titled Irshad Ahmad Mirza & others Vs 

State & others 

4. Fresh/Dropout Cases. 
4.1/ While examining the case files of the incumbents in terms of 

provisions contained in the Jammu and Kashmir Daily Rated 
Workers/Work Charged Employees (Regularization) Rules, 1994 
notified vide SRO 64/1994 read with Government order No. 26-F of 
1994 dated 31.01.1994, the Committee cleared and approved creation 
of 5 posts of "Helper" in the pay scale of 2550-3200 (Pre-revised) for 
regularization of as much number of DRWs from the dates shown 
against each detailed in the below matrix. Seven years continuous 
service, wherever, required, has been computed from culmination of 
last break prior to 01.1994/wherefrom the incumbent has attained age 
for entry to Government service. Besides, the breaks, if any, upto date 
of regularization have not been counted for continuous service:-

PHE Division Akhnoor 
~ s. Name/Parentage/ 

No. Address of DRW 

1. Sat Paul 

1 

S/o Charan Dass 
R/o Mallah, Jammu. 

Date of 
Engagement 

06/92 
as per HR 

2 

-,---
Break(s) 1 D ue date of Regularization 

-

I 

[ 
I 01.04.2000 
i Su bJect to recovery of 

cess wages for the I 
onth of 01/201 if an I ~ 



2. Darshan Lal 12/93 - 01.04.2001. 
S/o Vidya Dhar as per HR Subject to recovery of 
R/o Purkhoo, Jammu excess wages for the month 

of 01/2011 if anv. 

PHE Mech. North Division Jammu 
s. Name/ Parentage/ Date of Break(s) Due date of 

No. Address of DRW Engagement Regularization ,__ 
3. Arvind Kumar 07/ 93 3/94, 7/95, 01.04.2002. 

S/o Sh. Ashok as per HR 11/95, 2/96, subject to:-
Kumar 4/97, 6/97, i. Authenticity of HR by the 
R/o Pata Paloura, 9/97, 11/97 concerned Hoo and the 
Jam mu to 3/98, department shall certify 

10/98, 3/99 that the incumbent was 
to 5/99, engaged as DRW. 
7/99, 8/99, ii. Department shall furnish 
10/99 & month-wise amount of 
2/2000 wages paid from 07 /93 

to 02/94 to the Member 
Secretary Empowered 
Committee. 

PHE Division Shopian 
s. Name/ Parentage/ Dat e of Break(s) Due date of 

No. Address of DRW Engagement Regularization 

4. Gowher Muzaffar 12/93 I 01/ 94 to 01.04.2002. 
D/o Syed Muzaffar as per HR 02/ 94, 3/95 Subject to authenticity of 
Andra bi to 04/95, HR by the concerned HoD. 
R/o Ratnipora. 03/ 97 to 

I 04/97 & 
03/01 

PHE Division Awantipora 
s. Name/ Parentage/ Date of Break(s) Due date of 

No. Address of DRW Engagement Regularization 

5. Late Javaid Ahmad 07/89 - 01.04.2000. 
Malla as per HR 
S/o Ab.Rehman 
Malla 
R/o Tral. 
(Exoired on 15.01.2015) 

4.2/ The above recommendations are further subject to following condit ions: -

(i) The Department shall verify HRs/MRs of first ten months of the 
incumbents to establish genuineness of their claims. 

(ii) Genuineness of HRs/MRs/engagement orders is certified by the 
concerned Hoo. 

(iii) Continuous working from the date of init ial engagement and 
drawal of wages at notified rates shall be established/certified by 
the concerned Hoo. 

(iv) The department shall get breaks, if any, other than paucity of 
funds, condoned from the Competent Authority and br ks 
subsequent to date of regularization shall be seen and verifie y 
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the department and no arrears of salary shall be drawn for the 
period wages have not been paid. 

(v) The incumbents are eligible for regularization and fulfill all 
conditions as laid down in SRO 64/1994. 

(vi) The Department shall verify their date of birth and Permanent 
Residence Certificate, prior to issuance of regularization orders. 

(vii) Relaxation of age/qualification, wherever required, shall be 

considered by the Department with prior approval of the 
Competent Authority. 

(viii) Regularization orders shall be issued by the concerned HOD after 
formal orders for creation of posts are issued by the Administrative 
Department. 

(ix) The post shall cease to exist on death/retirement/resignation/ 
termination of the incumbent or his/her adjustment against any 
hierarchical post. 

(x) Arrears from date of regularization to the date of issue of 
regularization order shall be paid in five equal annual instalments 
after projecting the same underAnnual Budget Estimates of the 
Department. 

4.3/ Cases detailed in below matrix have been found incomplete and 

deficiencies as observed are shown against each:-

PHE Division Akhnoor 

S.No. Name/Parentage/ Address 
ofDRW 

1. Mohan Lal 
S/o Mangi Ram 
R/o Sungal, Akhnoor. 

PHE City Division-II Jammu 

S.No. Name/Parentage/ Address 
ofDRW 

2 Puran Chand 
5/o Banko Ram 
R/o Patti Kuthua. 
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Observations/ Deficiencies 

The department shall:-
i. Issue and furnish a copy of speaking order 

under seal and signatures of HoD concerned, 
inter-alia, certifying therein status and date of 
engagement of the incumbent. 

ii. Clarify as to why the incumbent has not been 
paid at notified rates from 01/95 to 02/12. 

iii. Furnish details of CV No. & date under which 
wages from date of engagement to 11/17 
stand disbursed to the incumbent. 

Observations/ Deficiencies 

Neither HR mentions status of the incumbent nor 
CV statement records monthly amount of wages 
paid. 
The department shall furnish:-
i. A copy of speaking order to be issued under seal 

and signatures of HOD concerned, inter-alia, 
certifying therein:-
a) Status of the incumbent with 

en a ement. 



I 
I 

1 b) Continuous working from the date of 
engagement to till date. 

c) Eligibility for regularization under provisions 

I of SRO 64/94. 
Month-wise details of wages paid from date of 

engagement to till date. 
3. Nischal Nagpal -do-

S/o Brij Lal Nagpal 
R/o Nanak Naoar. -- -

PHE Division Qazigund 

S.No. Name/Parentage/ Address Observations/Deficiencies 
ofDRW 

-
4. Nisar Ahmad Dar Reportedly, records of the Division upto 07/95 

S/o Gh. Mohd. Dar gutted m fire mcident. 
R/o Kilam Kulgam. The department shall have to furnish collateral 

evidence whatsoever available and to prove that 
the incumbent has been engaged prior to the cut 
off date viz 31.01.1994 to enable decision in the 
matter. 

s. Ab. Rehman Mir -do-
S/o Ab. Karim Mir 

,_ R/o Chandian Kuloam. -
6. Abdul Rashid Sheikh -do-

S/o Mohd. Akram Sheikh 
Rio Kurioam. 

7. Mohd. Ramzan Reshi -do-
S/o Ali Mohd. Reshi 
Rf o Arigatnoo Pahloo 
Kuloam. 

8. Bashir Ahmad Malik -do-
S/o Ab.Aziz Malik 
R/o Chambgund pahloo 
Kulaam. 

9. Bashir Ahmad Hajam I -do-
S/o Gh.Mohd.Hajam 
R/o Chamgund Pahloo 
Kuloam. 

10. Gh. Nabi Parray -do-
S/o Gh. Mohd.Parray 
R/o Akhal Kulaam. ---

11. Mohd. Amin Bhat -do-
S/o Fateh Mohd. Bhat 
R/o Fatehoora Dooru Ana. 

12. Mohd. Abass Bhat -do-
S/o Gh. Mohd. Bhat 
R/o Waltengoo Devsar 
Kulgam. 

PHE Division Leh 

S.No. Name/ Parentage/ Address Ob servations/ Deficiencies 
ofDRW 

13. Tsering Angdu Neither copy o 
S/o Stanzin Wangael whicl1 1st wage 
R/o Chemshen Nobra. case file. As re 

gutted in fire in 
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' 14. Sonam Rigzin 
S/o Morup Gyatso 
R/o Tia 

14. Sonam Gyatso 
S/o Padma Jegmat 
R/o Sakti 

16. Sonam Yangjor 
S/o Konchok Rigzen 
R/o Likchev 

17. Phunchok Tsering 
S/o Ishey Rigzen 
R/o Leh. 

18. Phunchok Angchok 
S/o Tsering Namgyal 
Rio Basao. 

19. Abdul Wahid 
S/o Mohd. Abdullah 
Rio Saboo. 

20. Tsering Angchok 
S/o Jagmath Dorjey 
R/o Aichi. 

21. Rigzin Angchok 
S/o Tsering Narboo 
R/o Tiqer Nobra. 

22. Late Tashi Lakjor 
S/o Tsering Stopdan 
R/o Shara 
Expired in 5/15. 

23. Late Ghulam 
S/o Qurban Ali 
R/o Bogdang Nobra. 
Expired in 2/2010. 
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The department shall furnish a copy of speaking 
order to be issued under seal and signatures of 
HoD concerned, inter-alia, certifying therein: 
i. Status of the incumbent and date of 

engagement. 
ii. Continuous working from the date of initial 

engagement to till date. 
iii. Payment of wages at notified rates from time 

to time. 
iv. Eligibility for regularization under provisions of 

SRO 64/94. 

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

The department shall furnish a copy of speaking 
order to be issued under seal and signatures of 
HoD concerned, inter-alia, certifying therein: 
i. Status of the incumbent and date of 

engagement. 
ii. Continuous working from the date of initial 

engagement to date of death. 
iii. Payment of wages at notified rates from time 

to time. 
iv. Eligibility for regularization under provisions of 

SRO 64/94. 

The department shall furnish a copy of speaking 
order to be issued under seal and signatures of 
HoD concerned, inter-alia, certifying therein: 
i. Status of the incumbent and date of 

engagement. 
ii. Continuous working from the date of initial 

engagement to date of death. 
iii. Payment of wages at notified rates from time to 

time. 
iv. Eligibility for regularization under provisior ~ 

SRO 64/94. 



4.4/ The department shall furnish the desired information as early as possible, 

so as to enable the Empowered Committee to take decision on the issue 
and make recommendations accordingly. 

5. Review cases. 
Cases of below mentioned 110 incumbents of PHE Division Kulgam, PHE 

Division Qazigundand PHE Division Akhnoor which were discussed in 
previous meetings of Empowered Committee held on 08.02.2016, 
31.03.2016 and 09.03.2017 and deferred due to some deficiencies and re
submitted by the department were placed before the Empowered 
Committee. 

5.1/ PHE Division Kulgam/Qazigund. 
The proposals were earlier discussed and it was observed that CV /TV 
statement of monthly payment of wages from 08/1995 have been made 
available. The CV/TV Statements up to 07/1995 and MRs on which first 
payment was made had not been made available on the plea that records 
of the concerned Divisions have reportedly gutted in fire incident in 
07/1995. The Committee had advised the department to dig out collateral 
evidence and to prove that the incumbents have been engaged and paid 
wages prior to cut-off date viz 31.01.1994. 

5.2/ The Committee was informed that the department has furnished Xerox 
copy of wages register maintained in Sub-Divisions, duly attested by the 
concerned Executive Engineers for the period records stated to have been 
gutted. The Chief Engineer, PHE Kashmir has certified that the listed DRWs 
are continuously working from the dates prior to 31.01.1994 and are 
eligible for regularization in terms of SRO 64 of 1994. 

5.3/ The Committee decided to consider mandatory period of seven years from 
month CV /TV Statements are available i.e 08/95 and approved creation of 
93 posts of Helper in the pay scale of 2550-3200 (pre-revised) for 
regularization of following as much number of DRWs from 01.04.2003. 

PHE Division Kulgam 

1. Talib Hussain Sheikh S/o Sanaullah Sheikh R/o Chawalgam. 
2. Bashir Ahmad Wagay S/o AmaWagay R/o Kandipora Kulgam. 
3. Mushtaq Ahmad Khan S/o Abdul Gani Khan R/o Okey Kulgam. 
4. Reyaz Ahmad Bhat S/o Mohd. Akbar Bhat R/o Kandipora Chattabal. 
5. Fayaz Ahmad Naikoo S/o Mohd. Ismail R/o Asthal. 
6. Gh. Jeelani Lone S/o Gh. Hassan R/o Chowalgam. 
7. Mohd Yaseen Sheikh S/o Ab. Rehman Sheikh R/o Chowalgam. 
8. Mohd Amin Wagay S/o Gh. Mohd. R/o Chowalgam. 
9. Mohd. Ayoub Ganie S/o Lala Ganie R/o Nillow. 
10. Mohd. Rafiq Dar S/o Gh. Mohd. Dar R/o Lirow. 
11. Gh. Qadir Itoo S/o Gh. Hassan R/o Mirhama. 
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12. 
·. 13. 

14. 

15. 
16. 
17. 

18. 
19. 

20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 

30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 

41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 

50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 

Mohd. Yaseen Bhat S/o Gh. Rasool R/o Kulgam. 
Gh. Mohi-ud-din Shah Ad. S/o Gh. Mohi·ud-din Bhat R/o Mirhama. 
Manzoor Ahmad Sofi S/o Ab. Rashid R/o Chowalgam. 
Shameena Begum Wd/o Mohd. Sikander R/o Chanser. 
Wali Mohd. Lone S/o Mohd. Shaban Lone R/o Bumrath. 
Gh. Hassan Lone S/o Gh. Mohd. R/o Parigam Kulgam. 
Mohd. Yaqoob Thoker S/o Gh. Nabi Thoker R/o Padderpora. 
Muzafar Ahmad Teeli S/o Mohd. Yousuf Teeli R/o Chanser. 
Guizar Ahmad Bhat S/o Gh. Ahmad Bhat R/o Kulgam. 
Sabzar Ahmad Wagay S/o Bashir Ahmad R/o Kandipora Kulgam. 
Ghulam Mohd. Dar S/o Ab. Aziz Dar R/o Lanker Pumbay. 
Mohd. Amin Bhat S/o Ghulam Bhat Rio Okey Kulgam. 
Nazir Ahmad Najar S/o Gh. Mohd. Najar R/o Narsingpora. 
Gh. Rasool Padder S/o Mumma Padder R/o Mirhama Kulgam. 
Reyaz Ahmad Dar S/o Gh. Nabi R/o Bogund. 
Mushtaq Ahmad Lone S/o Mohd. Ramzan R/o Chawalgam. 
Mohd. Ayoub Bhat S/o Ab. Rehman Bhat R/o Nillow. 
Muzafar Ahmad Parry S/o Nisar Ahmad Parry R/o Chanser. 
Khurshid Ahmad Bhat S/o Gh. Rasool Bhat Rio Shalipora. 
Shameena Akhter D/o Ab. Rehman Sheikh R/o Chawalgam. 
Nazir Ahmad Parry S/o Gh. Mohd. Parry R/o Chanser. 
Ashaq Hussain Lone Ad S/o Mohd. Ahsan R/o Tengbal. 
Iftikar Ahmad Bhat S/o Bashir Ahmad Bhat R/O Mohdpora Kulgam. 
Mushtaq Ahmad Dar S/o Mohd. Ahsan R/o Bogund. 
Mubarak Ahmad Bhat S/o Gh. Hassan Bhat Rf o Kharwat. 
Ab. Gani Naikoo S/o Ab. Samad R/o Kulgam. 
Gh. Nabi Wani S/o Wali Mohd. Wani R/o Kakren. 
Manzoor Ahmad Khan S/o Ab. Majeed R/o Nillow. 
Nawab Ahmad Wani S/o Mohd. Yousuf R/o Daderkoot. 
Manzoor Ahmad Mir S/o Gh. Qadir R/o Fethpora Anantnag. 
Gh. Hassan Wani S/o Reshi Wani R/O Bogund. 
Showkat Ahmad ltoo S/o Bashir Ahmad Itoo R/o T.N Pora. 
Sartaj Ahmad Teeli S/o Ab. Rashid Teeli R/o Hangulbush. 
Nazir Ahmad Zarger S/o Ali Mohd. Zarger R/o Bijbihara Anantnag. 
Sirajudin Kalas S/o Noor din Kalas R/o Bangward Kulgam. 
Bashir Ahmad Wanl S/o Gh. Mohi-ud-dln Wani R/o D.H Pora Kulgam. 
Gazi Khatana S/o Faqir Khatana R/o Avil D.H Pora Kulgam. 
Mohd. Yaqoob Bhat S/o Rustum R/o Laisoo D.H Pora Kulgam. 
Bashir Ahmad Bhat S/o Ab. Aziz Bhat R/o Kounserbal D.H Pora Kulgam. 
Bashir Ahmad Hajam S/o Ab. Ahad R/o K. B Pora. 
Imtiyaz Ahmad Malik S/o Bashir Ahmad R/o K.B Pora. 
Khurshid Ahmad Dar S/o Gh. Mohd. Dar R/o Lirrow. 
Mohd. Yousuf Ganie S/o Sonaullah Ganie R/o Dadipora. 
Khurshid Ahmad Lone S/o Lassi Lone R/o Chatripora. 
Ab. Rashid Kumar S/o Ashoor Rio Chawalgam. 
Gh. Nabi Naikoo S/o Mohd. Ramzan Rio Nillow. 
Mohd. Hussain Shah S/o Gh.Mohi-ud-din R/o Hadigam. 
Bashir Ahmad Sheikh S/o Gh.Qadir R/o Haind Sitapora. 
Hamidullah Naikoo S/o Ab. Salam R/o Nillow. 
Guizar Ahmad Sheikh S/o Ahsan R/o Haind Sitapora. 
Bashir Ahmad Bhat S/o Gh. Mohi-ud-din R/o Tengbal. 
Jumma Naikoo S/o Mohd. Subhan R/o Bagdihalan. 
Gh. Nabi Malik S/o Mohd. Jamal Rio Khull. 

Altaf Ahmad Wani S/~ Ab Aziz: Ma~ Jt 



· . . 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 

Peer Bakshi S/o Gh. Qadir R/o D.K Marg. 
Manzoor Ahmad Dar S/o Gh. Nabi R/O Dandward. 
Nazir Ahmad Bakshi S/o Gh. Qadir R/o Kandimarg. 
Gh. Rasool Lone S/o Gh. Qadir R/o Nagnard. 
Mohd. Afzal Malik S/o Mohd. Ramzan R/O D.K Marg. 
Bashir Ahmad Khan S/o Mohd Akb(ir R/O Humpathn. 
Nazir Ahmad Wani S/o Gh. Ahmad R/o D.K Marg. 
Guizar Ahmad Sheikh S/o Sonaullah R/o CheckiKutwal. 
Mohd. Ayoub Tantray S/o Ab. Gaffar R/o Kujjer. 
Gh. Qadir Malik S/o Ab. Satar R/o Yanpora. 
Mohd. Sharief Bhat S/o Mohd. Ismail R/o Alamgang Shopian. 
Gh. Nabi Najar S/o Mohd. Ibrahim R/o Frisal. 
Noor Mohd. Kalas S/o Taj Mohd. R/o Raviteng. 
Mst. Raja Begum Wd/o Ab. Salam R/o Manzgam. 
Manzoor Ahmad Mir S/o Mohd. Ramzan Mir R/o Hadigam. 
Fayaz Ahmad Kuchay S/o Mohd. Ramzan R/o Anantnag. 
Khurshid Ahmad Ganie S/o Ab. Razaq R/o Motgen. 
Manzoor Ahmad Bhat S/o Fateh Bhat Rfo Feripora. 
Sheeraz Ahmad Dar S/o Gh. Nabi R/o Gadihama. 
Mohd. Younis Naikoo S/o Ab. Majeed R/o Nehama. 
Gh. Hassan Itoo S/o Gh. Rasool R/O Nursighpora. 
Nazir Ahmad Laway S/o Habibullah Rio Manzgam. 
Bashir Ahmad Chechi S/o Rehmatullah Ri o Hallan. 
Gh. Mohd. Malik S/o Gh. Ahmad Malik Rio Chanser. 
Nazir Ahmad GojJar Paswal S/o Lal Din Go.iJar Paswal R/o Tangmargh. 
Mohd. Ayoub Naik S/o Gull Mohammad Naik R/o Checki Watoo (Attoo). 

PHE Division Qazigund 

92. Mushtaq Ahmad Rather S/o Sonaullah Rather R/o Kund. 
93. Mohd. Shafi RatherS/o Ab. Salam Rather R/o Y. K. Pora. 

5.4/ The above recommendations are subject to following conditions:-

i. The department shall verify the original wages register 

maintained at the Divisional/Sub-Divisional level to establish 

genuineness of their claims. 
ii. The DRWs stand engaged prior to cut off date i.e 31.01.1994. 
iii. They have been paid wages regularly as per rates notified by 

the Government from time to time. 
iv. DRWs are working continuously from the date of engagement. 
v . The department shall seek condonation for production of 

records of gutted period from the Competent Authority. 

vi. The incumbents are eligible for regularization and fulfill all 

conditions as laid down in SRO 64/ 1994. 
vii. The Department shall verify their date of birth and Permanent 

Residence Certificate, prior to issuance of regularization orders. 

viii. Relaxation of age/ qualification, wherever required, shall be 

considered by the Department with prior approval of the 

Competent Authority. 
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ix. Regularization orders shall be issued by the concerned HOD 

after formal orders for creation of posts are issued by the 
Administrative Department. 

x. The post shall cease to exist on death/retirement/ resignation/ 

termination of the incumbent or his/her adjustment against any 
hierarchical post. 

xi. Arrears from date of regularization to the date of issue of 
regularization order shall be paid in five equal annual 
instalments after projecting the same under Annual Budget 
Estimates of the Department. 

5.5/ PHE Division Akhnoor 
17 cases which were, among others, deferred in 10th meeting of 

Empowered Committee held on 09.03.2017 due to some deficiencies 
and re-submitted by the department were placed before Empowered 
Committee. While examining the case files of these incumbents in 
terms of provisions contained in the Jammu and Kashmir Daily Rated 
Workers/Work Charged Employees (Regularization) Rules, 1994 notified 

vide SRO 64/1994 read with Government order No. 26-F of 1994 dated 
31.01.1994, the Committee observed that the department has removed 
the incompletions/furnished the required documents and cleared and 
approved creation ,of 14 posts of "Helper" in the pay scale of 2550-
3200 (Pre-revised) for regularization of as much number of DRWs from 

the dates shown against each detailed in the below matrix. Seven years 

continuous service, wherever, required, has been computed from 
culmination of last break prior to 01/94/ wherefrom the incumbent has 
attained age for entry to Government service. 

S.No. Name/Parentage/ Date of Breaks Due date of regularization 
Address of DRW Engagement 

1. Baldev Singh 10/92 - 01.04.2000. 
S/o Dina Nath as per HR. Subject to recovery of excess 
R/o Mawa Krora. wages for the month of 

01/2011, if any. 
2. Ganesh Dass 07/93 - 01.04.2001. 

S/o Sobha Ram as per HR -do-
R/o Naiwalla. 

3. Jaral Din 01/92 - 01.04.1999. 
S/o Sahab Din as per HR -do-
R/o Sanqani. 

4 . Sabha Ram 11/91 - 01.04.1999. 
S/o Shanker Dass as per HR -do-
Rio Nooe Jaair. 

s. Balwan Singh 12/93 - 01.04.2001. 
S/o Puran Singh as per HR -do-
R/o Deora. 

6. Subash Chander 01/ 94 - 01.04.2001. 
S/o Sansar Chand as per HR -do- I R/o Masval. 

I 
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7. Joginder Singh 01/94 - 01.04.2001. 
S/o Chottoo Ram -do-

- R/o Pallanwalla. 
8. Gareebu Ram 11/91 - 01.04.1999. 

S/o Daya Ram as per HR -do-
R/o Manna. 

9. Gitten 02/92 - 01.04.1999. 
S/o Dharmoo Ram as per HR -do-
R/o Dhar Khour. 

10. Ram Paul 12/93 - 01.04.2001. 
S/o !sher Dass as per HR -do-
R/o Malla. 

11. Ram Paul 12/93 - 01.04.2001. 
S/o Mulkhi Ram as per HR -do-
R/o Tharchurwan. 

12. Joginder Pal 02/92 - 01.04.2001. 
S/o Rishi Ram as per HR -do-
R/o Sunail. 

13. Gitten Dass 03/92 - 01.04.1999. 
S/o Nanak Chand as per HR -do-
R/o Dhok Khalsa. 

14. Parshotam Singh 10/93 - 01.04.2001. 
S/o Shamsher Singh as per HR -do-
R/o Dewara (Pargwal). 

5.6/ The above recommendations are to subject to following conditions: -
i. The Department shall verify HRs/MRs of first ten months of the 

incumbents to establish genuineness of their claims. 
ii. Genuineness of HRs/MRs/engagement orders is certified by the 

concerned HoD. 
iii. Continuous working from the date of initial engagement and drawal 

of wages at notified rates shall be established/certified by the 

concerned HoD. 
iv The department shall get breaks, if any, other than paucity of funds, 

condoned from the Competent Authority and breaks subsequent to 
date of regularization shall be seen and verified by the department 
and no arrears of salary shall be drawn for the period wages have 
not been paid. 

v. The incumbents are eligible for regu larization and fulfill all 
conditions as laid down in SRO 64/1994. 

vi. The Department shall verify their date of birth and Permanent 
Residence Certificate, prior to issuance of regularization orders. 

vii. Relaxation of age/ qualification, wherever required, shall be 
considered by the Department with prior approval of the 

Competent Authority. 
viii. Regularization orders shall be issued by the concerned HOD after 

formal orders for creation of posts are issued by the d 
Department. 



ix. The post shall cease to exist on death/retirement/resignation/ 

termination of the incumbent or his/her adjustment against any 

hierarchical post. 
x. Arrears from date of regularization to the date of issue of 

regularization order shall be paid in five equal annual instalments 
after projecting the same under Annual Budget Estimates of the 
Department. 

5.7/ Cases detailed in below matrix have been found incomplete and 
deficiencies as observed are shown against each:-

PHE Division Akhnoor 

I S.No. Name/ Parentage/ Observations/ Deficiencies 
Address of DRW 

1. Ashok Kumar The department shall furnish a copy of HR underwhich 
S/o Jalla Ram initial wages have been drawn afresh, duly 
R/o Malla. countersigned by concerned HoD. 

2. ChamanLal The department shall furnish a copy of HR underwhich 
S/o Guran Ditta initial wages have been drawn afresh, duly 
Rio Nardi. countersioned bv concerned HoD. 

3. Rakesh Kumar The department shall furnish wages drawn statement 
Slo Puran Chand of the incumbent from 01198 onwards and uptodate 
Rio Dasgal. continuity certificate, duly countersigned by concerned 

HoD. 

5.8/ The deparrment shall furnish the desired information as early as possible, 
so as to enable the Empowered Committee to take decision on the issue 
and make recommendations accordingly. 

6. SWP No. 1095/2015 titled Balbir Singh & others Vs State & others: 

6.11 Sh . Balbir Singh, Sh . Balak Ram & Sh. Puran Chand, had invoked judicial 
intervention for regularization of their services in terms of SRO 64 of 
1994 and the Hon'ble High Court on 10.05.2012 has disposed of SWP 

No. 1095/2012, CMA No. 1680/2012 with orders as under:-

"This petition is disposed of and respondents are directed to 
consider the case of the petitioners for regularization of services in 
accordance with the mandate of rules notified vide SRO 64 of 
1994. While considering the claim/ the petitioners shall be 
afforded the opportunity of hearing and documen~ which may be 
produced, shall also be considered. Respondents to take a 
decision in this regard preferably within a period of twelve weeks 
from the date/ copy of this order is served on the respondents. " 

6.21 In response to above observations of the Empowered Committee already 
conveyed vide No. A/54(2015)-139 dated 19.04.2017, the department 
has stated that these petitioners were working in Mech. 
Division Jammu prior to 1997 and thereafter transferred 
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created Mech. Irrigation Division, Akhnoor/Nowshera and after lot of 
efforts some vouchers pertaining to period 01/90 to 05/97 which are in 
readable condition have been traced. The department has also 
admitted that the petitioners were engaged as DRWs in 1990 to 1992. 
It cannot be established whether there are breaks in drawal of wages 

from date of engagement to 02/97 as no full details of CV No. & date 

and amounts paid have been made available. 

6.3/ The Committee observed that it cannot be established whether there are 
breaks from the date of engagement upto 02/97, as no details of CV No; 
date and amounts paid have been made available and took a decision to 
consider mandatory period of seven years from month CV /TV 
Statements are available i.e 03/97 and approved creation of 3 posts of 
Helper in the pay scale of 2550-3200 (pre-revised) for regularization of 
petitioner from 01.04.2004 subject to following conditions:-

i. The department shall check the records to establish genuineness 
of the claim. 

ii. The department shall issue a speaking order under seal and 
signatures of HoD concerned, inter-alia, certifying therein that the 
petitioners:-

a) Were engaged as daily rated workers prior to imposition of 
ban and paid wages at the rates as notified by the 
Government from time to time. 

b)Are eligible for regularization in terrns of SRO 64 of 1994, 
iii. The department shall get breaks, if any, other than paucity of 

funds, condoned from the Competent Authority and breaks 
subsequent to date of regularization shall also be seen and verified 
by the department and no arrears of salary shall be drawn for the 
period wages have not been paid. 

iv. The post in respect of Sh. Balbir Singh shall cease to exist from 
the date following his death. 

v. The Department shall verify their date of birth and Permanent 
Residence Certificate, prior to issuance of regularization orders. 

vi. Relaxation of age/qualification, if any, shall be considered by the 
Department with prior approval of the Competent Authority. 

vii. Regularization orders shall be issued by the concerned HoD after 
formal orders for creation of posts are issued by the Administrative 
Department. 

viii. Arrears from date of regularization to the date of issue of 
regularization order shall be paid in five equal annual instalments 
after projecting the same under Annual Budget Estimates of the 
Department. 

13 
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7. SWP No. 2965/2012 titled Parveen Chander Thapa Vs State & 

others: 

7.1/ Sh. Parveen Chander Happa has invoked judicial intervention, praying 
for regularization of his services in terms of SRO 64 of 1994 and all 
consequential benefits which might accrue to the petitioner after such 

• f •• • 

regularization. The writ petition has been disposed of by the Hon'ble 
High Court on 26.12.2013. The operative part of the judgement reads as 

under:-

''In view of the replJ!t learned counsel for petitioner submitted that 
some time frame may be fixed within which respondents shall take a 
decision vis-a-vis regularization case of the petitioner, i.e/ on the 
analogy the respondent No. 6 has been regularized. 
With the consensus of learned counsel for the parties/ this petition is 
taken up for final disposal at this stage/ as such/ is disposed of with 
the direction to the respondents that they shall take final decision vis
a-vis regularization case of the petitioner within a period of six weeks 
from today. Result of the decision so taken shall be conveyed to the 
petitioner. 
Right is reserved to the petitioner to re-agitate/ if cause survives. 
Disposed of as above alongwith connected CMA(s). // 

7.2/ The Committee was informed that the petitioner was engaged in I&FC 
Division, Srinagar on 01.11.1989 and worked till 02/90. The petitioner 
had migrated to Jammu and drawing migrant wages from 02/90 in 
Irrigation Division-I, Jammu. No initial engagement order or MR 
whereunder 1st wages have been drawn and wages drawn statement for 
the period prior to migration is available as records of the I&FC Division, 
Srinagar got damaged due to floods of 09/2014. However, un-authentic 
photocopy of relevant page of fixed cb.arger register maintained in the 
Division indicating payment of wages from 11/89 to 01/90 has been 
furnished. Continuity certificate from 02/90 and wages statement from 
02/90 to 09/14, duly countersigned by the concerned Chief Engineer 
have been made available together with copy of wages disbursement 
register maintained in the concerned Division depicting status of the 
petitioner as PDL/DW and payment of wages from 11/89 to 01/90. 

7 .3/ The Committee considered the mandatory period of seven years from 
the month from which wages statement are available and approved 
creation of one post of Helper in the pay scale of 2550-3200 (pre
revised) from 01.04.1997 subject to following conditions:-
(i) The Department shall verify the records to establish 

genuineness of the claim. 
(ii) Continuous working and drawal of wages at notifie 

be established/certified by the concerned HoD. 
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(iii) The department shall get breaks, if any, other than paucity of 

funds, condoned from the Competent Authority and breaks 
subsequent to date of regularization shall be seen and verified 
by the department and no arrears of salary shall be drawn for 
the period wages have not been paid. 

(iv) The incumbent is eligible for regularization and fulfills all 
conditions as laid down in SRO 64/ 1994. 

(v) The Department shall verify the date of birth and Permanent 
Residence Certificate, prior to issuance of regularization orders. 

(vi) Relaxation of age/qualification, if required, shall be considered 
by the Department with prior approval of the Competent 
Authority. 

(vii) Regularization orders shall be issued by the concerned HOD 
after formal orders for creation of posts are issued by the 
Administrative Department. 

(viii) Arrears from date of regularization to the date of issue of 
regularization order shall be paid in five equal annual 
instalments after projecting the same under Annual Budget 
Estimates of the Department. 

8. SWP No. 728/2015 titled Hardev Singh Vs State and others: 

8.1/ Sh. Hardev Singh has invoked judicial intervention, praying for 
regularization of his services in terms of SRO 64 of 1994. The writ 
petition has been disposed of by the Hon'ble High Court on 10.03.2015. 
The operative part of the judgement reads as under:-

"The petition is disposed of at this stage with a direction to 
respondents to consider the claim of the petitioner for 
regularization under SRO 64 of 1994 having regard to averments 
made in the petition and annexures appended thereto. Let 
respondents shall take a decision in the matter preferably within a 
period of two months from the date a certified copy of this order is 
made available to them. 
Disposed of as above along with connected CMA" 

8.2/ The petitioner was initially engaged in I&FC Division, Srinagar on 
15.10.1987 and worked till 09/89 and later on transferred to Tube Well 
Division, Srinagar in 10/89. The petitioner had migrated/ had been 
transferred to Jammu and is drawing migrant wages from Irrigation 
Division-I, Jammu since 06/92. Initial engagement order or MR 
whereunder 1st wages have been drawn are not available in the 
concerned Division. Copy of wages drawn statement from 08/88 to 
09/89 has been made available. Reportedly, records of Flood Control 
Division, Kakpora (custodian of records of erstwhile Tube Well 
Srinagar) have got damaged due to floods of 09/2014. C 
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certificate from 06/92 and wages statement from 06/92 to 02/15, duly 
countersigned by the concerned Chief Engineer have been made 
available together with copy of wages disbursement register depicting 
status of the incumbent as POL/OW. 

8.3 The Committee considered the mandatory period of seven years from 
06/92 and approved creation of one post of Helper in the pay scale of 
2550-3200 (pre-revised) from 01.04.2000 subject to following conditions:

(i) The Department shall verify the records to establish 
genuineness of the claim. 

(ii) Continuous working and drawal of wages at notified rates shall 
be established/certified by the concerned HoD. 

(iii) The department shall get breaks, if any, other than paucity of 
funds, condoned from the Competent Authority and breaks 
subsequent to date of regularization shall be seen and verified 
by the department and no arrears of salary shall be drawn for 
the period wages have not been paid. 

(iv) The incumbent is eligible for regularization and fulfills all 
conditions as laid down in SRO 64/1994. 

(v) The Department shall verify the date of birth and Permanent 
Residence Certificate, prior to issuance of regularization orders. 

(vi) Relaxation of age/qualification, if required, shall be considered 
by the Department with prior approval of the Competent 
Authority. 

(vii) Regularization orders shall be issued by the concerned HOD 
after formal orders for creation of posts are issued by the 
Administrative Department. 

(viii) Arrears from date of regularization to the date of issue of 
regularization order shall be paid in five equal annual 
instalments after projecting the same under Annual Budget 
Estimates of the Department. 

9. SWP No. 1780/2011 titled Latief Hussain Ganie Vs State & others: 

9.1 Sh. Latief Hussain Ganie has invoked judicial intervention, praying for 
regularization of his services in terms of SRO 64 of 1994. The writ 
petition has been disposed of by the Hon'ble High Court on 29.08.2016. 
The operative part of the judgement reads as under:-

''In such circumstance~ the writ petition is disposed of with a 
direction to the 1st respondent to regularize the sevices of petitioner 
from 01.06.2000 as he is continuously working from 01.06.1993 as a 
daily-rated worker and pay him all the consequential benefits. The 
benefits arising out of the said regularization shall be ca/cu/a and 
paid to the petitioner within a period of three months from t date ~ 
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of receipt of copy of this order. While calculating the benefits arrears 
of pay payable to the petitione~ the salary already paid to the 
petitioner as daily-rated worker from June 2000 shall be adjusted 
and the remaining amount shall be paid. '' 

9.2 Hon'ble High Court order dated 12.07.2017 in contempt No. 800/2016 
reads as under:-

''Secretary to Government I&FC, Department shall file an affidavit 
wherein it shall be clearly indicated as to why the matter has 
remained pending with him in his office from 09.09.2016 till date, 
why decision till date has not been taken. If the requisite affidavit is 
not filed by or before next date then in that eventuality Mr.Saurav 
Baghat (Secretary to Government I&FC Department) respondent No. 
6 shall remain present along with the records. 
List in the week commencing 31st July 2017 in the regular cause 
list, II 

9.3 The Committee was informed that the petitioner was initially engaged in 
erstwhile MI Division, South Srinagar prior to ban and later on 
transferred to newly created MI Divisionn, Anantnag (Hqr. Awantipora) in 
03/97. Initial engagement order or MR whereunder 1st wages have been 
drawn are not available with the Division as most of the records of MI 
Division, Awantipora have damaged in floods of 09/2014. The 
department has issued a speaking order under seal and signatures of 
concerned Chief Engineer, confirming therein that the petitioner was 
engaged as DRW on 01.06.1993. Copy of wages drawn statement from 
05/91 to 02/17 alongwith continuity certificate, duly countersigned by 
concerned HoD, has been made available. 

9.4 The Committee considered the mandatory period of seven years from 
06/93 and approved creation of one post of Helper in the pay scale of 
2550-3200 (pre-revised) from 01.04.2001 subject to following conditions:-

(i) The Department shall verify the records to establish 

genuineness of the claim. 
(ii) Continuous working and drawal of wages at notified rates shall 

be established/certified by the concerned HoD. 
(iii) The department shall get breaks, if any, other than paucity of 

funds, condoned from the Competent Authority and breaks 
subsequent to date of regularization viz 06/2005 to 12/2005 
shall be seen and verified by the department and no arrears of 

salary shall be drawn for the period wages have not been paid. 
(iv) The incumbent is eligible for regularization and fulfills all 

conditions as laid down in SRO 64/1994. 
(v) The Department shall verify the date of birth and Pe 

Residence Certificate, prior to issuance of regularization 
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(vi) Relaxation of age/qualification, if required, shall be considered 
by the Department with prior approval of the Competent 
Authority. 

(vii) Regularization orders shall be issued by the concerned HOD 
after formal orders for creation of posts are issued by the 

Administrative Department. 
(viii) Arrears from date of regularization to the date of issue of 

regularization order shall be paid in five equal annual 
instalments after projecting the same under Annual Budget 
Estimates of the Department. 

10. Regularization of Sh. Waryam Dass: 

10.1/ Sh. Waryan Dass had filed a writ petition bearing SWP No. 1775/1998 
praying for regularization of his services in terms of SRO 64 of 1994 on 
the grounds of having been engaged as daily wager in June 1991 and 
having completed seven years of service as such. In response to the 
directions of the Hon'ble High Court passed on 31.05.2010, the concerned 
Executive Engineer, MICD, Jammu issued consideration order, therein 
rejecting claim of the petitioner. The consideration order was challenged 
by the petitioner and the Hon'ble High Court disposed of SWP No. 
2304/2001 on 31.10.2001 with the following order:-

"Respondent authorities would take notice of above legal position 
and also the recent policy decision taken by them and would 
consider the claim of the petitioners for regularization of their 
services. Let appropriate orders be passed and conveyed to the 
petitioners within a period of three months from the date a copy of 
this order is made available to the respondents by the petitioners. 
Till this is done/ the petitioners/ in service shall be allowed to 
continue. In case/ any adverse order is passe~ that be kept in 
abeyance for a period of six weeks. " 

10.2/ Against the judgement, the department filed LPA before the Hon'ble Court. 
The Division Bench dismissed LPA No. 545/ 2001 on 18.02.2014 with the 
following order:-

"After hearing the counsel for the parties, going through the record 
and in particular Annexure-Rl (supra) as also Annexure-c 
appended to the writ petition/ it becomes clear that the writ 
petitioner has been worker continuously for a period of more than 
seven years and was/ thus/ eligible for regularization in terms of 
SRO 64 of 1994. The direction of writ court ordering the 
respondents to consider the case of writ petitioner, in those terms, 
cannot be said to be bad or illegal. Jn our vie~ the view taken by 
the writ court is perfectly legal and requires no interferen . The 
appeal is found to be without any merit and is ace dingly ~ • 

dismissed. 
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10.3 The Division Bench has also pointed out that it may be misnomer to call 

the writ petitioner as a casual labour when he has been shown to be 
working regularly except, of course, with minor breaks in between given 
only with a view to somehow, break the continuity in the service. The 
Hon'ble High Court has also given reference to its past judgements in the 

case of Mushtaq Ahmad Sohail & Others (LPA No. 33/2010 dated 
20.12.2012) which held that where an employee has continued to work 
for sufficiently long period then it would not be apt to treat him as having 
been appointed on casual basis. 

10.4/ The Law Department have also advised the department for 
implementation of orders of the Hon'ble High Court and steps be taken 
for regularization of the petitioner in relaxation of rules. 

10.5/ After thread-bare discussion, the Committee came to conclusion that 
mandate of the Empowered Committee is to screen left out cases of 
DRWs covered under provisions of SRO 64/ 1994. In view of the orders of 
the Hon'ble High Court, the department shall have to take further 
appropriate action in the matter for implementation of orders of the 
Hon'ble Court at its level. 

11. SWP No. 1439/2013 titled Habibullah Wani & others Vs State & 
others: 

11.1/ Sh. Habibullah Wani, Sh. Gh. Mohiudeen Lone and Sh. Ab. Rashid Bhat, 
have invoked judicial intervention for regularization of their services under 
provisions of SR0-64 of 1994. The Hon'ble Court has disposed of the writ 
petition on 05.08.2013 with the following order:-

''In view of the short controversy involvect the petition is disposed of 
with a direction to the respondents to accord consideration to the 
claim of the petitioners set out in the petition in accordance with 
law. 
The respondents shall do well to take a decision in the matter within 
eight weeks from the date copy of the order is made available to the 
respondents. 
Petitioners on their part may submit copy of the petition alongwith 
copies of all its annexures to the respondents so as to facilitate early 
decision in the matter. 11 

11.2/ The Committee was informed that Finance Department has already 
advised the department to pass appropriate consideration order in matter, 
since SR0-64 dated 24.03.1994 is not applicable to casual labourers. The 
department has revisited for consideration of the proposal on t grounds 

that the petitioners have been ,:ngaged prior to imposition o w ~ 
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wages at notified rates and are continuously working in the department. 

The equity, fare play and natural justice, demands their right of 

regularization cannot be defeated on the technical reasons of 
nomenclature recorded in their HRs and the issue has already been 
decided and settled by the Hon'ble Division Bench of the Hon'ble Court in 
LPA (SW) No. 33/2010 titled State of Jammu & Kashmir & others Vs 

Mushtaq Ahmad Sohail and others, reported in 2013(1) SU HC 73 and the 

same stands implemented by the Forest Department. 

11.3/ The Committee aner thread-bare discussion opined that the mandate of 
the Empowered Committee is to screen left out cases of DRWs covered 
under provisions of SRO 64/1994. In view of the orders of the Hon'ble 
High Court, the department shall have to take further appropriate action in 
the matter for implementation of orders of the Hon'ble Court at its level. 

12. SWP No. 969/2011 titled Irshad Ahmad Mirza & others Vs State & 

others: 

12.1/ The following petitioners engaged by the department in the year 1990 in 
Irrigation Division, Pulwama approached the Hon'ble Court through 
medium of writ petition bearing SWP No. 1564/2009. The Hon'ble High 
Court in its order dated 21.10.2009 directed the respondents to accord 
consideration to the claim of the petitioners for regularization on the touch 
stone of SR0-64 of 1994. The department considered the case and issued 
speaking order dated 21.02.2012 therein out rightly rejecting the claim of 
the petitioners for regularization on the grounds that the petitioners were 
not on rolls of the concerned beyond 07/2004 and paid upto 12/2001:-

1. Irshad Ahmad Mirza S/o Ali Mohammad Mirza R/o Lurgam Tral. 
2. Tariq Ahmad S/o Mohammad Hussain R/o Khu! Tral. 
3. Guizar Ahmad Bhat S/o Ab. Ahad Bhat R/o Tral. 
4. Guizar Ahmad Baba S/o Gh. Qadir Baba R/ o Batagund Tral. 
5. Ab. Rashid Bhat S/o Samad Bhat R/o Tral. 
6. Bashir Ahmad Sheikh S/o Ab. Aziz Sheikh R/o Tral. 

7. Shabir Ahmad Yatoo S/o Ab. Rahim Yatoo R/o Shahabad Tral. 
8. Guizar Ahmad Bhat S/o Mohammad Ahsan Bhat R/o Shahabad Tral. 
9. Guizar Ahmad Shah S/o Gh. Mohammad Shah R/o Tral. 
10. Gh. Hassan Gania S/o Ab. Razak Gania R/o Mandoora Tral. 
11. Gh. Qadir Dar S/ o Gh. Ahmad Dar R/o Gulshanpora Tral. 
12. Ajaz Ahmad Wani S/ o Ab. Rashid Wani R/o Lurgam Tral. 
13. Farooq Ahmad Margay S/o Mohda Magray R/o Shahabad T 
14. Mohd. Abdullah Yatoo S/o Gh. Ahmad Yatoo R/o Krad Tral 
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12.2/ The petitioners again approached the Hon'ble High Court under SWP No. 

969/2012 which has been disposed of on 03.02.2016 with the following 

directions: -

"This petition is accordingly allowed Order impugned is set aside. 
Respondents shall consider the case of the petitioners a fresh for 
regularization in terms of SRO 64 and pass appropriate orders 
preferably within a period of three months from today. The date of 
regularization would relate back to the date as prescribed in Rule 4 
of the SRO 64 of 1994. " 

12.3/ The department has reported that un-interrupted service of the petitioners' 
upto 2004 could not be established as records of the concerned Division 
have gutted in 1995, beyond 06/2004 the petitioners are not on rolls of 
the Division and neither disengagement order of the petitioners is 
traceable from the records nor they have been re-engaged beyond 2004. 
However, the department furnished details of CV No. and date relating to 
last payment of wages to the petitioners and authenticated copy of wages 
register for the period 1989 to 12/97 maintained in the concerned sub
Division. 

12.4/ The Committee considered the proposal and approved creation of 14 
posts of Helper in the pay scale of 2550-3200 (pre-revised) for 
regularization of the petitioners from 1st of April of the year following the 
year in which the petitioners complete 7 years service as such subject to 
condition that they fulfil the prescribed eligibility criteria in terms of SRO 

64/ 1994. 

12.5/ The above recommendations are further subject to following conditions:-
i. The department shall establish genuineness of claim of the 

petitioners. 
ii. The DRWs stand engaged prior to cut off date i.e 31.01.1994. 
iii. They have been paid wages regularly as per rates notified by 

the Government from time to time. 
iv. DRWs are working continuously from the date of engagement. 

v. The incumbents are eligible for regularization and fulfill all 
conditions as laid down in SRO 64/1994. 

vi. The department shall seek condonation for production of 

records of gutted period and of breaks, if any, from the 
Competent Authority. 

vii. The Department shall verify their date of birth and Permanent 
Residence Certificate, prior to issuance of regularization orders. 

viii. Relaxation of age/qualification, wherever require , shall be 

considered by the Department with prior appr I of the ~ 

Competent Authority. -. \ 
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ix. Regularization orders shall be issued by the concerned HOD 

after formal orders for creation of posts are issued by the 

Administrative Department. 

x. Later break/absence beyond 06/2004 can be looked 

into/decided by the department at its level. 
xi. The post shall cease to exist on death/retirement/resignation/ 

termination of the incumbent or his adjustment against any 

hierarchical post. 
xii. Arrears from date of regularization to the date of issue of 

regularization order shall be paid in five equal annual 
instalments after projecting the same under Annual Budget 

Estimat . 
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